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Abstract: We formulated an analytical model and analyzed the modification 
of spontaneous emission in Bragg onion resonators. We consider both the 
case of a single light emitter and a uniformly distributed ensemble of light 
emitters within the resonator. We obtain an expression for the average 
radiation rate of the light emitters ensemble and discuss the modification of 
the average radiation rate as a function of cavity parameters such as the core 
radius, the number of Bragg cladding layers, the index contrast of the Bragg 
cladding, and the refractive index of surrounding medium. We also consider 
the possibility of non-exponential decay of the light emitter ensemble due to 
the strong dependence of spontaneous emission on the location and 
polarization of individual light emitter. We conclude that Bragg onion 
resonators can both enhance and inhibit spontaneous emission by several 
orders of magnitude. This property can have significant impact in the field 
of cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) . 
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1. Introduction 

Optical microcavities, especially those that combine a large quality (Q) factor and a small 
modal volwne V, have received much attention in recent years [1-6]. Such optical cavities can 
significantly enhance the electromagnetic density of states (DOS) and produce a large vacuum 
field fluctuation. As a result, it is possible to increase the interaction between the light emitter 
and the higb Q cavity mode, which can be characterized by the Purcell factor Q/V, by several 
orders of magnitude. The enhanced interaction between the ligbt emitting material and the higb 
Q cavity mode can lead to many interesting effects in the field of cavity quantum 
electrodynamics, and plays a critical role in important applications such as "thresholdless" 
lasers [7 -10] and single photon devices [ 11-13]. 

The high Q optical confinement in a microcavity is typically achieved through either total 
internal reflection or by utilizing a mixture of total internal reflection and Bragg reflection. For 
example, in silica microspheres, confinement through total internal reflection can create 
whispering-gallery modes with quality factors as high as 109 However, to satisfy the condition 
of total internal reflection, the sizes of such cavities are typically limited to tens of microns or 
greater. A large cavity size of such order of magnitude can create two significant drawbacks: it 
reduces the coupling strength between the ligbt emitter and the higb Q optical mode, and makes 
it more difficult to achieve a truly single mode operation (due to the small frequency spacing 
between adjacent higb Q modes). On the other hand, optical microcavities based on Bragg 
reflections can have much smaller sizes of the order of A/n, which is ideal for applications 
demanding strong interactions between the light emitter and the vacuwn field. An example of 
Bragg-confined optical cavities is a semiconductor micropillar [1], where one uses Bragg 
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refleJtion to confine light in one dimension ( lD) and total internal ref!eJtion to confine light in 
the other two dimensions. Another case of Bragg cavity is a defeJt structure embedded in a 
two-dimensional (2D) photonic crystal [5], where one employs 2D photonic band gap (PBG) 
effeJt to achieve Bragg confinement in the two dimensional plane of photonic crystal, and use 
total internal reflection to confine photons in the third dimension. 

From the brief di~ussion above, it is clear that most of the high Q optical microcavities in 
the literature involve some degrees of total internal reflection confinement, which creates a 
significant drawback By involving total internal reflection, it is always possible for the light 
emitter within the cavily to interact with the radiation modes that extend into the free space. The 
emission rate into these undesired radiation modes can be lumped together, and represented as 
the background radiation rate rb& The emission rate into the desired high Q mode can be 
labeled as l'mod• For efficient single photon source, we need to design a cavily structure to 
achieve I' mode >>l'b&· 

Fig. I. SEM image of a sliced Bragg onion resonator. 

In this paper, we focus on a new class of optical microcavities, narrely Bragg onion 
resonators, that have been developed by the authors and reported in Ref [ 14, 15]. The trost 
interesting feature of the onion resonators is the unique possibility of approaching true three 
dimensional confinement in such microcavities. A scanning electron micrograph (SEivl) image 
of these optical cavities is shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen from the SEM figure, the onion 
resonator is composed of a spherical hollow core bound by concentric layers of alternating 
dielectric materials (silicon and Si02 in this example). With the large index contrast of silicon 
and Si02, the spherical Bragg stack forms an omnidireJtional mirror that approaches the 
behavior of a perfect metal and reflects nearly all incident light, regardless of the incident angle 
and polarization. Under this condition and assuming a completely spherical onion resonator 
(without the stem section in Fig. 1, the vacuum fields within and without the onion cavity are 
completely separated. If we place a light emitter within the hollow onion core, the light emitter 
can only couple to two classes of onion resonator modes: either the core modes that are mostly 
confined within the hollow core, or the cladding modes that concentrate their energy within the 
dielectric cladding layers of the onion resonators. Consequently, the coupling between the light 
emitter and the core mode are significantly stronger than the light-emitter and cladding trode 
coupling. With these considerations, we can conclude that if the frequency of the light emitter 
coincides with resonant frequencies of the core modes, we can expeJt a significant 
enhancement of spontaneous emission rate. On the other hand. if the light emitter frequency 
does not coincide with any of the core modes, the onion resonator can significantly inhibit the 
spontaneous emission process of the light emitting materiaL 

From the discussion above, it is clear that in terms of spontaneous emission engineering, 
there is a major distinction between the conventional optical microcavities and Bragg onion 
resonators. In conventional cavities, the reliance on total internal reflection invariably leads to a 
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significant backgrmmd radiation rate rbg, which corresponds to the radiation into the free space 
traveling mode. On tlie otlier hand, witli tlie presence of tlie omnidirectional cladding layers, tlie 
fully spherically symmetric Bragg onion resonators can almost completely suppress tlie 
coupling into the free space radiation mode. Consequently, we can achieve both spontaneous 
emission enhancement and spontaneous emission inhibition of up to several orders of 
magnitude. In other words, we can use onion resonators to obtain a significantly increased r Imde 

(tlie radiation rate into tlie desired high Q optical mode), and at tlie same time dramatically 
reduce tlie background radiation rate rbg. This unique property should make tlie Bragg onion 
resonator a near ideal candidate for single photon devices. 

To analyze spontaneous emission modifications induced by the onion resonator, we begin 
with a simplified model that ignores the presence of onion stem section in Fig. 1 and analyze 
onion resonators with full spherical symmetry. This asswnption allows us to develop an 
analytical model for the calculation of spontaneous emission rate and establish a basic 
understanding of the spontaneous emission process within the onion core. Furthermore, we 
notice that the main effect of the onion stem section is in allowing the interaction of free space 
vacuum field and tlie light emitter tlirough tlie stem section. Consequently, tlie presence of tlie 
stem section will lead to an additional increase of background emission rate that can be 
estimated as rfree (.0.0/4n), where rfree is the free space spontaneous emission rate, and .0.0 is 
the solid angle spanned by the onion stem. From this estimate, it is also clear that we can 
significantly reduce this additional background emission rate to a very low level by decreasing 
tlie onion stem diameter to tlie level of 1 ~ [14]. 

In the literature, some studies have been published on the modification of spontaneous 
emission in spherical dielectric microspheres and spherical Bragg cavities [16]. However, the 
previous studies only consider a Bragg sphere with a continuously varying cladding and asswne 
that the radiation source is located at the center of the sphere. In this paper, we adopt a transfer 
matrix approach to analyze the discrete cladding layers with a very large index contrast. We 
further extend tlie discussion to an ensemble average of dipoles uniformly distributed within tlie 
cavity core, which may provide a more realistic picture of what can be achieved in experiments. 
We also focus our analysis on Bragg onion resonators that closely resemble the actually 
fabricated structures, which provides us a physical understanding and is highly relevant for tlie 
experimental demonstration of spontaneous emission modification in Bragg onion resonators. 

The paper is organized as follows: In section II, we begin with a classical model of a 
damped dipole oscillator driven by electromagnetic waves reflected by tlie microcavity 
[16, 17]. We combine such a classical picture witli tlie transfer matrix metliod developed in Ref. 
[14], which allows us to calculate tlie radiation rate of a dipole source arbitrarily located 
within the Bragg onion resonator core. In section III we present a detailed nwnerical study of 
the modified spontaneous emission process in Bragg onion resonators with various parameters. 
We conclude this paper in section IV. 

2. Spontaneous emission of a single dipole in a Bragg onion resonator 

The modified spontaneous emission of a light emitter in an optical microcavity can be 
analyzed using a classical model. In this model, which was developed in Ref. [16], tlie light 
emitter is described as an oscillating electric dipole that interacts with its own reflected field 
[16,18,19]. The modified spontaneous emission rate is given by tlie decay rate of a dipole 
oscillator governed by tlie following equation: 

fHofJp~(q'!m)ER(t)-b0 p (1) 

where p is the electric dipole moment of the atomic transition, w0 is the intrinsic dipole 
oscillation frequency in the absence of all damping, and b0 is the spontaneous emission rate of 
a light emitter in tlie bulk material. The extra term (q'!m)ER(t) in Eq. (1) accounts for tlie 
modification of spontaneous emission rate within the microcavity. More precisely, ER(t) is the 
component of tlie reflected field (due to tlie microcavity) tliat is located at tlie position of tlie 
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dipole source and is parallel to the dipole moment. The two parameters q and m respectively 
describe the effective charge and the effective mass of the dipole oscillator. The exact values 
of q and m are not significant, since they only appear in the final expression of the modified 
spontaneous emission rate in the form of: 

(2) 

where no=( 2 I 2 0 ) 
112 is the refractive index of the bulk core material, 2 0 and c0 are respectively 

the permittivity and the speed of light in free space. The relation Eq. (2) is derived using the 
classical radiation dipole model. For a more detailed explanation, the reader can consult Ref. 
[20] 

In order to find the solution of Eq. (1), we assume that both the dipole moment p and the 
reflected field component ER(I) oscillate at the same modified complex frequency: 

P ~ Po exp[- (iliT+ b I 2 )<] 
E R (t) ~ E0 exp[- (itiT+ b I 2 )tj 

(3a) 

(3b) 

where b corresponds to the modified spontaneous emission rate, w is the modified emission 
frequency, p0 and Eo are respectively the amplitudes of the dipole moment and the reflected 
field component. By substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1), we find that the normalized 
spontaneous emission rate and frequency shift in the presence of the micro-cavity are given 
by: 

b I b0 ~ 1 + Re(E0 IE s) 
(w-% )1b0 ~ 112 Im(E0 I E 3 ) 

(4a) 

(4b) 

where we asswne that both band Aw= OJ-% are much smaller than co0. The two terms Es, 

and Eo in Eq. (4) are respectively given by: 

Es =iJ-L0 oi!Jp0 k/6n: 

E0 ~e-1 lin] {d [v~E(,:)+D~M(,:)]) 
T---'7T0 

(Sa) 

(Sb) 

where k = ~% /c0 is the wave vector, 1-: and Jlo are respectively the permittivity and 

permeability of the bulk material. In the case of Bragg onion resonators, since the light 
emitters are confined within the onion core, 1-: and Jlo also represent the permittivity and 

permeability of the core material. In Eq. (Sb), a is the unit vector along the orientation of 

the light emitting dipole, and Eo is defined after Eq. (3b ). The two terms D~E and D~M 

correspond to, respectively, the transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) 
component of the reflected field, which can be obtained using dyadic Green's function. Due to 

the spherical symmetry of the onion resonator, we can separate D~E and D~M into multiple 

components using spherical hannonics expansion and characterize each component with a 

pair of angular quantwn nwnbers l, and m. The detailed forms of D~E and D~M are given 

in Appendix A as Eq. (A4a)-(A4b). With some straightforward calculation and application of 
appropriate bmmdary conditions, we find the following expression for E0: 

The detailed derivation of Eq. (6) is given in Appendix A. Here it suffices to mention that 
j 1 (kr) and hJkr) are respectively the lth order spherical Bessel and Hankel function, 

whereas E1~M and E'[; are defined as: 
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'TM • · • 
Elm ~VX]j(kr)X1m!k 

£[;;[ ~j1 (kr)iYlm(IJ,ip)l~l(l+l) ~j1 (kr)Xlm 

(7a) 

(7b) 

In Eq. (7), i,m~i-~m(IJ,!f!)/Jz(l+l) is the spherical vector function. The only 

rmdefined quantities in Eq. ( 6) are the two parameters prE and prM , which are defined as 

the field amplitude reflection coefficients of the lth order TE and TM multipole modes at the 
interface between the onion core and the innermost cladding layer [16].The amplitude 

reflection coefficients prE and prM can be calculated using the transfer matrix method 

described in Ref. [14, 15] and the derivation is summarized as follows. 
First, the field in each dielectric layer of the onion resonator can be expressed as a 

superposition of different (l,m) multipole orders. Due to the spherical symmetry of the 
stiucture, individual multipole fields with different land mare independent of each other. For 
a given pair of angular quantum number land m, the TE or TM components within the nth 
dielectric layer is: 

(TM) (Sa) 

[E] [ Z"h}(k"r)X1 m Z"h1
2
(k"r)X 1 m ] [C"] 

H = -ilkn -Vxh}(kn~ril.m -ilkn -Vxh12 (kn~ril.m . Dn 
(TE) (Sb) 

where Zn=CJ.lo/ 2n)
112 is the material impedance, and kn=C2n1 2o)

112
Qr/Co is the wave vector within 

the nth layer. The four linear coefficients An, En. Cn and Dn, are constant within the nth layer. 

Since the spherical Hankel frmctions h} (krco) and hl (krco) represent, respectively, the 

outgoing and the incoming wave, the amplitude reflection coefficient p 1 at the core-cladding 

interface in Eq. (7) is can be determined from Eq. (8) as [16] 

Dcohl2(krco) 

ccoh} (krco) 
(9) 

Employing the continuity condition of E0 ,E1,H0H 1 at the interface between two 

adjacent layers and the orthogonality of the spherical hannonics, we can relate the linear 
coefficients in the onion core (Aco, Bco, Ceo, Dco) to those outside the onion resonator (A0 ut, Bout, 

emil• Dmal through two by two matrices M[M andM[E [14]: 

(10) 

Combining Eq. (10) with the boundary condition that there is no incoming wave outside 
the onion resonator, i.e. Bout =0 and Dow =0, we can express Bco/1\:o and Cco/Dco as a 

frmction of the individual elements of the two-by-two matrices MrM andMrE : 

EGO 1 AGO = (MrM k.1 1(MrM )u 
Dco I ceo = (MrE k.l I(MrE L (11) 

The subscripts of 1 or 2 in the equation above refer to the row and colwnn indices of the 
matrix element. Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (9), we find: 
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(12) 

Applying Eq. (6)-(7) and Eq. (12) to Eq. (4a)-( 4b), tbe normalized modified spontaneous 
emission rate and the frequency shift take the form of 

(13a) 

(13b) 

where the superscript TM,TE implies swnmation over both TM and TE modes. 
In the literature, there is another classical approach that gives the modified spontaneous 

emission rate [17,19,21]. In 1his model, tbe decaying rate in tbe presence of tbe cavity 
normalized by the bulk emission rate is identical to the total radiation power of a classical 
dipole in tbe micro-cavity, P,w, divided by tbe dipole radiation power in tbe bulk material, 

Pbwk. Using 1his approach, we demonstrate in Appendix B tbat tbe normalized modified 

spontaneous emission rate can also be expressed as 

b pcav ~~~~ 1 1

2

1· 'TM,TE(•)21 -~-~l2"L,L..-( TM.TE) ( TM.TE) ct·Elm ro 
bo pbulk l=l m=-l 2 Ml 1,1 - Ml 2,1 

(14) 

In deriving above equation I asswned the core and the outer space of the Bragg onion 
resonator are filled with the same material. In Appendix B, we prove that this formula is 
equivalent to tbe result given in Eq. (13a). The advantage of Eq. (14) compared to Eq. (13a) is 
tbat tbe contribution of each individual multipole component to tbe total spontaneous 
emission rate is explicitly given, which can be used to test the convergence of the calculated 
spontaneous emission rate. 

3. Numerical results and analysis 

In this section, we use the analytical algorithm described in the previous section to study the 
spontaneous emission modification in an onion resonator. We first calculate the spontaneous 
emission rate of a single dipole emitter arbitrarily located within the onion cavity core. Next, we 
extend tbe analysis to an ensemble of dipoles uniformly distributed wi1hin tbe cavity core and 
study the dependence of the average spontaneous emission rate on various cavity parameters. 
Finally we briefly consider tbe non-exponential decaying of tbe dipole ensemble due to tbeir 
non-rnriformly decaying behavior. In all calculations, we use parameters similar to the samples 
tbat have been successfully fabricated and reported in Ref. [15]. The core is assumed to be air 
llllless specified otherwise. We mainly consider two types of onion resonators: One with 
cladding layers composed of silicon and SiO,, tbe otber one witb cladding layer composed of 
Si02 and Si3N4. For the onion resonators considered in this paper, the silicon cladding layers 
have a refractive index of 3. 5 and a thickness of 0.111 J.llll, whereas the refractive index and the 
1hickness of tbe Si02 layers are respectively 1.5 and 0.258 ~· For tbe Si3N4 layers, tbe 
refractive index is 2.1 and tbe 1hickness is 0.185 ~· The parameters of tbe Bragg cladding 
pairs are chosen such tbat tbe bandgap center is located at 1.55 ~· 

3.1 A single dipole emitter located at the center of the onion resonator 

We first consider the simplest case of spontaneous emission modification in the onion 
resonator, in which a single dipole is positioned at the center of the onion resonator. In this case, 
tbe dipole can only couple to tbe TM1 mode, since 1his is tbe only multipole component tbat 
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provides a non-zero contribution to the summation in Eq. (13) [16]. The numerical results of 
the modified spontaneous emission rate and the frequency shift are plotted in Fig. 2(a)-(c). As 
expected, if the dipole emission frequency coincides with the frequency of the onion resonator 
modes, the spontaneous emission rate can be significantly enhanced, and the enhancement 
ratio increases with the addition of more Bragg cladding layers. On the other hand , if the 
dipole emission frequency does not coincide with any of the cavity modal frequencies, the 
spontaneous emission rate can be reduced by several orders of magnitude. In fact, with just six 
Bragg layers, we can achieve spontaneous emission enhancement of approximately 104 times 
in the on-resonance case and spontaneous emission inhibition of the order of 104 in the 
off-resonance case. 

enhancement of spontaneous emission 

~ 104 ............ NBragg =3 

• · ·- • NBragg =4 

g> 1 03 ----· NBragg=5 l ' 
·c. ' ' 

(a) 

~ 102 - NBragg=6 ........ :? ... \:· ........ 
i 1 01 ____ :~: _____ ::.~~~:7... ... .. . '--<~:-~~~---- --------
:.a; 0 --------E 10 

l5 
~ 1f.~sL3_5 ________ 1-.4~8-4--~-(-~-m-)--1-.4~8-45--------1~.485 

10o innioition ot spontaneous emission 
,Sl ........... NBragg -3 

~ •·• • • NBragg =4 (b) 
.[ ----- NBragg =5 ................... . 
E 10-2~=-~N!B~rag!lll91_="_6 j ............................... ............................ ......................... .. 
Ol - •• 
"C ... ... .. ........ .. .. ________ _ __ _ _____ .. .. 

~ .::-----------------------------------------------------------
~ 10·4 ---- --5 
~ 

1.5 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.58 1.6 
A.(J.Lm) 

Fig. 2. (a). Enhancement of the spontaneous emission. (b). Inhibition of the spontaneous 
emiSS IOn . (c). Spectral dependence of the normalized freq uency shift. Here the dipole is 
fixed at the center of the Bragg onion sphere. The dotted, dash-dotted, dashed and solid 

lines correspond to a rising Bragg layer number of NBragg = 3, 4, 5 and 6. 

3.2 Dependence of modified spontaneous emission rate on the dipole position 

Here we consider the dependence of the spontaneous emission rate on the position of a single 
dipole emitter located within the onion core. Due to the spherical symmetry of the structure, 
we can always assume that the dipole is located on the z axis and its corresponding 
spherical coordinate is r0 =(r, 0, 0). In this case, the spontaneous emission rate depends on 

both the displacement from the center of the onion resonator, r, and the orientation of the 
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dipole oscillator fi . We can further decompose the dipole polarization fi into a radial 
component and a transverse component and consider only two cases: the radial polarization 

case where fi aligns along the radial direction; and the case of transverse polarization where 

fi lies within the transverse plane. For these two different polarization cases, we respectively 

denote the corresponding spontaneous emission rate as bj_ (radial) and b11 (transverse). 

Without a loss of generality, we can also assume that a is along the x axis in the case of 
transverse polarization. Substituting r0 = (r, 0, 0) into Eq . (13a) we find: 

bl_ = [ (M TM) l ·2 
-=1+ 3LRe ( ™) '_(™) ·l(l+l)(2l+l)(lt)2 
bo 1=1 M , 1.1 M, 2 .1 kr 

II = l (MTM) [ ( ')]2 (MTE) ) b 3 I 2,1 d kr.J1 I 2,1 .2 

-=1+-z:. (2l+l)Re ( ™) -( Jl\1) . ( ·) +( TE) -( TE) it b0 2 1=1 M1 1_1 M1 2_1 kr d k1 M1 u M1 2_1 

2 4 6 
radius r(J.lm) 

Fig. 3. (a). Radial dependence of the electric field of TE1, TM2 and TE:14 eigenmodes. TE1 and 
TE:14 modes only have a transverse electric component while TM2 mode has both the radial and 
the transverse electric components. (b)-(d). Radial dependence of the normalized radial 

damping rate bj_ I b0 (red dashed line) and transverse b11 I b0 (blue solid line). Results in 

(b)-{d) are calculated at the wavelength 2 =1.556445~tm, 1.559715~tm and 1.541255J.tm, 

which are the eigen-wavelength of TE1, TM2 and T~4 modes respectively. Nsragg = 6 is used 
here. 

(15a) 

(15b) 
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In Fig. 3(b)-(d), we show the normalized spontaneous emission rates for the radial 

(b" !b0 ) and the transverse (b 11 !b0 ) polarization as a function of the dipole position. We first 

consider three different modes (TE1, TM2 and TE,4 modes) and calculate the spontaneous 
emission rate at the three corresponding modal wavelengths (A. =1.556445~, 1.559715~ 
and 1.541255~). The radial dependence of the electric field of the TE1, TM2 and TE,4 mode 
are also plotted In Fig. 3(a). As can be seen from Fig. 3(a)-(d), at the resonant wavelength of 
the onion cavity mode, the spatial dependence of the spontaneous emission rate of a single 
dipole emitter follows the electric field distribution of the corresponding resonant mode. Such 
behavior can be explained by the fact that in the "on-resonance" case, the spontaneous 
emission process is dominated by the radiation into the resonant high Q mode. The other 
interesting point is that at the resonance of a TE mode (see Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(d), the 

spontaneous emission of a dipole oscillating along the radial direction ( b" I b0 ) is strongly 

inhibited, whereas that of a dipole oscillating along the tangential direction is significantly 
enhanced. This is due to the fact that the radial component of the electric field of TE modes is 
zero. Consequently the dipole polarized along the radial direction can only couple to the TM 
modes, which is off resonance at the given wavelength. 

3.3 Radiation from a dipole ensemble within the onion resonator core 

In experiments, it can be very challenging to place a single light emitter (such as an organic 
molecule or a gas phase atom) at a specific location within the onion resonator core. Instead, 
it's easier to fill the entire onion core with an ensemble of light emitters. By exciting the light 
emitters and measuring the temporal variation of the radiation power, we can experimentally 
extract the ensemble average of the modified spontaneous emission rate. In this case, both the 
spatial position and the orientation of the dipoles have a strong dependence on the external 
parameters such as the profile and polarization of the excitation field. For a quantitative 
estimate, we assume that the light emitting dipoles are uniformly distributed within the entire 
onion core with random polarizations (as in Ref [18]). Consequently, the spontaneous 
emission rate at a given position i averaged over all possible dipole orientation, i.e. 
(b(r)ib0 )

11
", is given by 

(16) 

where the angular integration is over all the possible polarization directions. By substituting 
Eq. (13a) into Eq. (16), we notice that for each multipole order (l, m), the contribution to the 

average spontaneous emission rate involves the integration of ld-· E1~M.TE 1
2 

over the angular 

distribution of the dipole source, which can be simplified as: 

Jld-- _E1~M.rEI
2 

dQJ 4n = ((E~M.TE}; + (E~M.TE Jo + (E~M.TE t )/3 07) 

where d is the rnrit vector representing the dipole orientation, and E1~M.TE is the electric field 

defined in Eq. (7a)-(7b ). Since the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (17) corresponds to the 
radial spontaneous emission rate and both the second and the third term correspond to the 
transverse spontaneous emission rate, we can simplify Eq. (16) as: 

(18) 

with b" !b0 and b11 !b0 given in Eq. (15a) and Eq. (15b). Next we need to average 

(b(r); b0 ) dv over the spatial distribution of the dipole sources to have the ensemble-averaged 

spontaneous emission decaying rate (b! b0 I val , which is 
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(b! b0 ) ""' = J(b(i)i b0 ) d1,d
3
i {*nr'"3

: 

0 

(19) 

where rca is the radius of the onion resonator core. Substituting Eq. (15a)-(15b) and Eq. (18) 
into Eq. ( 19) and using the integral identity of the Bessel functions [ 18], we obtain 

oo { ( TM) ( TE) } 3 Mz 2.1 Mz 2.1 

(blb0)vol =1+-3 L(2l+1)Re ( ™) -( ™) Pz + ( TE) -( TE) Qz 
reo 1=1 Mz 1.1 Mz 2.1 Mz 1.1 Mz 2,1 

(20) 

where Pz and Q1 are the integrals of the Bessel functions and take the form of 

(21) 

We can also calculate the average spontaneous emission rate by using the alternative 
expression for the spontaneous emission rate (Eq. (14)). Following the same procedure, we 
find that the average spontaneous emission rate can also be expressed as: 

ll 1

2 I 12 3 
00 

(2l+1) 1 1 
(b I bo) val = -( )3 L - 2- (M TM ) _ (M TM ) Pz + (M TE) _ (M TE) Qz 

krco 1=1 l 1,1 l 2,1 l 1,1 l 2,1 

(22) 

Since according to Eq. (22) the cavity modified spontaneous emission rate has 
contributions from all multipole orders, it is necessary to investigate the convergence of the 
summation in the equation. We first classify the onion resonator modes with various multipole 
order l into two groups1

: the core modes (which concentrate within the cavity core and are 
confined by the Bragg reflection), and the cladding modes (which are mainly confined in the 
cladding layers through total internal reflection (TIR)). The core modes typically have smaller 

angular quantum number l that satisfies l ~nco 2tr ·reo I /L , where nco is the refractive index of 
the onion resonator core. Examples of core modes are shown in Fig. 3(a). The cladding modes 
generally have angular quantum number l greater than nco 2tr · rca I /L . Examples of cladding 

modes are shown in Fig. 4. 

'""":' 
:::J 

eli 
~ 0.5 
<+= 
(.) 

~ or-----------------~ c 
Ol 
Cll 

.; -0.5 
Q) 

.!::::! 
Cii 
E 0 2 4 6 8 10 
c radius r(!-Lm) 

Fig. 4. The radial dependence of the magnetic field of the cladding modes. The fields of both 
modes are evanescent in the core. The field ofTM32 mode decays quickly in the cladding due to 
the Bragg reflection. While the field ofT~ mode is propagating in the cladding layer and is 

confined by TIR at the outer surface. Here we use reo = 7 j1m and NBragg=7. 

In Fig. 5, we use three different onion structures to illustrate the relative strength of 
spontaneous emission into different mutlipole order l. We use Eq. (22) and choose the 
wavelength at 1.543 J..Lm, which is an off-resonance case for all three different onion cavities. 
The parameters of the onion resonators are given in the figure and the figure caption. As can 
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be seen from the figure, most of the contributions to the ensemble-averaged total spontaneous 
emission rate come from the core modes ( l <30 for reo = 7 f1m) and some cladding modes 

(45>l>30 for reo = 7 f1m )). The contributions from the cladding modes with very large angular 

quantum number l decrease very fast, which ensures the convergence of the summation in Eq. 
(20) and (22). 

2 
~ 

10-L~----~----~------~--~~-----

C) 
c 
-~ 10-4 

(.) 
Q) 

"'C 
"'C 
Q) 

~ 1 0-6 ~~---'-=--------------------, 
~ NBragg =S,rco =71-lm 
rn NBragg =7,rco =71-lm 

~ 1 0-8 L______L ____ N_B_r--=ag=g =_7_,_r c_o =_4_._65_1-l_m-----'---"---'-----__j 

~ 0 1 0 20 30 40 50 
angular modal number L 

Fig. 5. The partial averaged spontaneous emission rate as a function of the modal number L (i.e. 
the lth term in Eq. (22)). 

Fig. 5 also has several other interesting features. First we notice that the core modes with 
lless than 10 does not contribute significantly to the cavity modified spontaneous emission 
rate, which is due to the fact that the light emitter frequency does not coincide with any of the 
core modes. It is also clear that among the cladding modes, those with a relatively smaller 
angular quantum number l have a much stronger coupling to the light emitter within the onion 
core. This can be explained by the observation that the cladding modes with smaller l 
penetrate deeper into the onion core, as shown in Fig. 4. 

(b) 

1.52 1.54 1.56 1.58 1.6 
A.(J.Lm) 

Fig. 6. (a) Spectrum of the onion resonator eigenmodes with modal number l ~ 24. (b). 

Spectral dependence of the ensemble averaged damping rate. reo = 7 j.Jm and NBragg = 4 are 

used in the calculation. 

In Fig. 6(b) we plot the spectral dependence of the average spontaneous emission rate for 
an onion resonator with four pairs of cladding layers. The frequencies of the onion resonator 
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modes are calculated using the transfer matrix method [14] and shown in Fig. 6(a). It is 
evident that the peak positions in spontaneous emission rate spectrum (Fig. 6(b)) match the 
wavelengths of the onion resonator modes shown in Fig. 6(a). Furthermore, we notice that 
with only four pairs of cladding layers, we can already achieve an average inhibition of the 
order of 0.05""'0.1 in the off resonance and an enhancement of the order of 10 if the light 
emitter frequency coincides with that of the onion resonator modes. 

For the on-resonance cases, if we ignore the linewidth of the light emitting material (as 
in our calculations), the enhancement of the spontaneous emission rate at the resonant 
frequency of a dominant cavity mode can be estimated as [15, 22] 

(23) 

where A is the optical wavelength, Vc;!v is the effective modal volume and Qcav is the 

quality factor of the cavity mode. Since the quality factor of the core modes increases 
exponentially as a function of the cladding layer number [14], we expect that the resonance 
enhancement of spontaneous emission rate also increases exponentially with Nclad. As an 

example, we calculate the peak enhancement ratio (bl b0 )voz at the resonant wavelength of 

the TE1, TM2 and TE24 modes as a function of the cladding pair number Nsragg· The results, 
which are given in Fig. 7, clearly demonstrate an excellent exponential dependence. 

0 
> 

Ao 104 

..c 

~ 103 -0 

~ 10
2 

~ 101 

~ 

~ 10°~--~--~----~--~----~--
~ 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

cladding layer number 

Fig. 7. Enhancement of the ensemble averaged spontaneous emission decaying rate as a 
function of the cladding layer number. The "plus", "star" and "circle" are values of the peaks in 
Fig. 6 corresponding to TE1, TM2 and T~4 resonance modes respectively. 

3.4 Spontaneous emission inhibition in Bragg onion resonators 

A unique feature of the onion resonators is the possibility of significant spontaneous emission 
inhibition, which is important for many quantum optics applications [6,7,23-25]. If the onion 
resonator has cladding layers with a very large index contrast and a sufficiently large core 
radius, the onion cladding layer can be regarded as an omnidirectional reflector, which 
behaves as perfect metal and can effectively isolate the vacuum field within the onion 
resonator from the free space vacuum field. In this case, the light emitter within the onion core 
can no longer couple to the free space vacuum field, which lead to significant spontaneous 
emission inhibition in the onion cavity, as we have observed in previous analytical results. 
However, for onion resonators with a small number of cladding pairs, or those with relatively 
low-index contrast cladding layers, or smaller core radius, the aforementioned simple analysis 
may no longer apply. In this section, we analyze the spontaneous emission inhibition of dipole 
ensembles in onion resonators with different parameters such as cladding pair number Nsragg' 

cladding index contrast, core radius, and the refractive index of the core material. We focus 
primarily on cases where we may no longer approximate the onion cladding layers as an 
omnidirectional mirror any more. We demonstrate that even for such "non-ideal" onion 
resonators, we can still achieve spontaneous emission suppression for at least two orders of 
magnitude. 
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Fig. 8. Suppression of the damping rate for different core radii of 7!-1-m and 4.65 !J.m 
respectively . In both (a) and (b), the green circles and the red stars correspond to Bragg layer 

number NBragg = 6 and 7 respectively . 
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Fig. 9. (a) The partial averaged damping rate as a function of the moda l number I (the /th term 
in Eq. (22)). (b) and (c). Averaged damping rate for different cladding layer index contrast. 
We use core radius of 7!-1-m in (a) and (b) , and 4.65!-1-m in (c). The data is calculated at 

A=1.543,um in(a). In all figures , thered "asterisk"isfor n1/ n2 =2.1 / 1.5 andNBrag,= 15, 

the green "circle" is for n11rrz = 3.5 / 1.5 and NBragg = 6. 

We first study the dependence of the spontaneous emission inhibition on the cladding 
pair number NBragg , assuming the core radius to be 7 J.l.m. It is instructive to first consider the 
results in Fig. 5. Comparing the two cases (one with N Bragg = 5 and the other with N Bragg = 7), 
we find that the additional cladding layers significantly reduce the spontaneous emission rate 
into multipole components with small angular quantum number (k30). The spontaneous 

emission rate into larger multi pole components (38<[ <44), however, remains approximately 
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the same even as NBragg increases. This is to be expected since the larger multipole 
components account for contributions from the cladding modes. In Fig. 8, we show the spectra 
of total average spontaneous emission rate in onion resonators with two different core radii. 
The results clearly show that we can achieve spontaneous emission inhibition up to two orders 
of magnitude with seven pairs of cladding layers, and the radius of the onion core does not 
have a significant impact on the degrees of spontaneous emission inhibition. 

The cladding layers of onion resonators can be constructed from other dielectric 
materials besides Si and Si02. Using a fabrication technique similar to those discussed in Ref. 
[14], we can realize onion resonators with Si02 and Si3N4 as cladding layer materials. Since 
both Si02 and Si3N4 are transparent for visible light, the onion resonators with Si02/Si3N4 
cladding layers are ideal for applications in the visible range. However, due to a smaller index 
contrast, the Si02/Si3N4 cladding layers no longer form omnidirectional reflectors. Therefore, 
it is of interests to investigate the inhibition of spontaneous emission in onion resonators with 
Si02/Si3N4 cladding. The parameters of the Si02/Si3N4layers in our calculations are given 
at the beginning of section 3. 

For comparison among various onion resonators with different cladding materials, we 
choose to compare those with similar quality factors, since the cavity quality factor is the one 
parameter that can effectively describe the separation between the high Q cavity mode and the 
free space radiation mode, which is of the utmost importance in our analysis. With this 
requirement in mind, we will compare Si~/Si3N4 onion resonators with 15 cladding pairs 
with SiO,/Si onion resonators of 6 cladding pairs. The quality factors of the TE1 mode in these 
two onion resonators are respectively 1.9613x 105 and 1.8759xl05 

. In Fig. 9(a), we show the 
averaged spontaneous emission rate into various multipole order lin Si02/Si3N4 and Si02/Si 
onion resonators. We notice that for the Si02/Si3N4 and the Si02/Si onion resonators, the 
spontaneous emission rate into a given multi pole order l are very similar in magnitude if the 
multi pole order lis relatively small. On the other hand, for larger multipole orders, the partial 
spontaneous emission rate of the Si02/Si3N4 onion resonator is generally larger than that of 
the Si02/Si onion resonators. Such behavior can be attributed to the fact that the Si02/Si 
cladding layers can provide optical confinement equally well for both larger and smaller 
multi pole orders (due to their large index contrast), whereas the Si02/Si3N4 cladding layers are 
less effective in providing confinement for radiation fields with larger multipole orders. In Fig. 
9(b) and Fig. 9(c), we show the total average spontaneous emission rate in a Si02/Si3N4 onion 
resonator and a corresponding Si02/Si onion resonator. The results demonstrate that for two 
Bragg onion resonators with similar quality factors, the one with Si02/Si cladding layers can 
achieve better spontaneous emission inhibition as compared to the resonator with Si02/Si3N4 

cladding layers. However, it should be noted that the degree of spontaneous emission 
inhibition in a Si~/Si3N4 onion resonator is only marginally less than that of a comparable 
Si02/Si onion resonator, which is approximately a factor of two. 

In order to experimentally investigate spontaneous emission modification in a Bragg 
onion resonator, one particular attractive approach is to immerse the entire onion structure into 
water based solution doped with light emitting materials. In Fig. 10, we compare the 
spontaneous emission inhibition in an air-core onion resonator with an onion resonator filled 
with water-based solution. With a larger refractive index (nco= 1.33), the wave vector in a 
water-filled onion resonator is smaller compared to that in an air core onion resonator, which 
means an onion resonator with a water-filled core can support higher order multipole modes. 
Therefore, the light emitter within the solution filled onion cavity can couple to more mutlipole 
components, which is clearly shown in Fig. lO(a). As a result, we expect that the inhibition of 
spontaneous emission should be less pronmmced in the water core onion resonator as compared 
to the air core onion resonator. In Fig. lO(b) and (lOc), we show the total average spontaneous 
emission rate in a water core onion resonator and the corresponding air core resonator. As 
expected, the off resonance spontaneous emission rate in a water core onion resonator is similar 
or slightly larger than that in an air core resonator. However, our calculations also demonstrate 
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that it is possible to achieve a two orders of magnitude reduction in the spontaneous emission 
rate in a solution-filled onion resonator. 
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Fig. 10. (a) The partial averaged damping rate as a function of the modal number l (the lth term 
in Eq. (22)). (b) and (c). The averaged damping rate for the Bragg onion resonator immersed 
in different media. We assume the core area and surrounding area are filled with the light 

emitting media whose index is n0 . We use core radius of 7J.-Lm in (a) and (b), and 4.65J.-Lm 

in (c). The data is calculated at A= 1.548JLm in (a)-( c). In all figures, we use NBragg = 7, 

n0 =1 for the "asterisk" and n0 =1.33 for the "circle". 

3.5 Non-exponential averaged decaying 

In the above analysis of onion resonators, we assume that the average spontaneous emission 
rate provides an adequate description of the spontaneous emission process in the microcavity. 
However, due to the sharp variation of spontaneous emission rate as a function of both the 
position and polarization of the light emitter, we expect that the spontaneous emission from 
the dipole ensemble within the onion core can be non-exponential, and an average 
spontaneous emission rate does not contain the complete information on the cavity modified 
spontaneous emission process. In this section, we provide a few examples that illustrate a 
more complicated picture for the spontaneous emission in the onion resonator. 

In order to simplify our analysis, we assume that all of the light emitters within the onion 
core are excited at the time t = 0. Subsequently at a later time t, the total number of light 
emitters at the excited state is 

N(t) = ff exp(- b(r,Q) · t) · n(r, Q)d 3r · dQ I 4tr (24) 

where n(r, Q) describes the initial distribution of the light emitters at the excited state as a 

function of the dipole position r and polarization Q = (e, qJ) . To further simplify 
calculations, we assume the initial distribution function n(r, Q) to be a constant number n0 
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and consider the local spontaneous emission rate to be independent of the dipole polarization. 
In reality, the spontaneous emission rate of an individual dipole source may have a strong 
dependence on the dipole polarization (as shown in Fig. 3). However, the assumption of a 
polarization independent local spontaneous emission rate greatly simplifies the integration in 
Eq. (24), and also allows a qualitatively analysis of the non-exponential spontaneous decay in 
the onion resonator. With these considerations, Eq. 24 is simplified as: 

(25) 

where (b(r)l b0 ) dir is the local spontaneous emission rate averaged over all the possible 

dipole orientation and is given by Eq. (18). The optical radiation power due to the dipole 
ensemble in the onion core can be obtained from Eq. (25): 

(26) 

where nv is the energy of a single photon. From Eq. (26), we can define a time dependent 
average damping rate as 

b(t) = 11 P(t )· (dP(t )1 dt) 

A.=1.55972 

0.2 0.3 

0.071 

0 
-2 

20 40 10 OL__ __ ~5----1 0 
normalized time b

0
t 

Fig. 11. Normalized radiation power (the left column) and the derived averaged decaying rate 

b(t) (the right column) as a function of time. The red solid line stands for the exponential 

decaying, the blue dashed line stands for the non-exponential decaying. The exponential 

decaying rate is calculated with Eq. (22). We use parameters rca = 7 J.llll, Nnragg = 4 in the 

calculation and choose two wavelengths: 1.55972J.-Lm (eigenwavelength of TM2 mode) and 
1.548J.-Lm (off resonance). 

(27) 

For an onion resonator with a core radius of 7 J.lm and four pairs of Si02/Si cladding 
pairs, we analyze the time dependent spontaneous emission at A = 1.55972J.lill, which 
correspond to the resonant wavelength of the TM2 mode, and A= 1.548J.lill, which is off cavity 
resonance. In Fig. 11, we plot the temporal variation of the spontaneous radiation power and 
the time dependent spontaneous emission rate. From Fig. 11, we notice that initially, the total 
radiation power calculated from Eq. (26) decays faster than the results obtained assuming 
exponential decay. On the other hand, at later time the rate of non-exponential decay becomes 
smaller than the average spontaneous emission rate obtained assuming exponential decay. 
Since the spontaneous emission from the light emitter ensemble contains both fast-decaying 
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and slow-decaying dipoles, it is reasonable to expect tbat tbe total radiation from tbe dipole 
ensemble begins witb contributions from fast-decaying light emitters followed by 
slow-decaying light emitters, as shown in Fig. 11. From tbe results shown in Fig. 11, we can 
also conclude that the average spontaneous emission rate as defined in Eq. (22) provides a 
reasonably good description of the decay of the dipole ensemble within the onion resonator, 
even though the time dependent spontaneous emission rate changes after the initial excitation. 

4. Discussion 

In above analysis, we asswne the structure is a perfect onion sphere and haven't addressed the 
influence on the spontaneous emission of the open stem in the real sample shown in Fig. 1. 
We estimated in Ref [14] tbat tbe presence of tbe stem has very little impact on tbe quality 
factor of the core modes, thus it won't have significant influence on the resonance 
enhancement ratio. ln practice, tbe observation of Purcell effect in a high Q cavity is limited 
by tbe large spectral widtb of commonly used emitters (~20nm at 300K for rare-eartb atoms 
[12]). To date, quantnm dots are used extensively to study tbe Purcell effect in 
semiconductors because of their narrow spectral lineshape [12,25]. In the case of radiation 
suppression, we pointed out in Ref [14] tbe contribution of tbe "stem" leakage to tbe radiation 
rate can be roughly estimated from tbe fraction of tbe solid angle sparmed by tbe "stem", or 

bstem lb0 = (rstem I 2r00 )2 . The practical value for the stem radius and the core radius are lJ.llll and 

7~, tbus we obtain b"'m !b0 ~ 0.5%. ln our amlysis ( e.g., Fig. 9), a suppressed of ~1% can 

be achieved with NBragg = 7. Thus we expect that the suppression ratio can be limited by the 
presence of the stem only for very large NBragg > 8. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we utilize two different approaches to calculate the spontaneous emission of a 
dipole inside the core of a Bragg Onion spherical resonator. Using the parameters of the 
realized structure, we calculate the detrnring of the modified spontaneous emission of a dipole 
located at tbe center and tbe profile of tbe damping rate as a function of tbe dipole position. To 
accmmt for the real case, we further calculate the average damping rate for an ensemble of 
excited emitters inside the core. Dependence of the ensemble-averaged damping rate on 

different parameters is also discussed. An enhancement ratio of 102 ""'103 upon resonance and 

a suppression ratio of "'10-2 off resonance can be achieved with 7 Bragg cladding layers. 
Finally, tbe assumption tbat tbe averaged radiation decays exponentially is examined. The 
analysis presented in this paper should provide a quantitative foundation for future 
experimental investigation of onion resoantors. 

Appendix 

A. Derivation of the reflected electric field 

To calculate tbe field reflected by tbe cladding layers, we start witb tbe result given in Ref [16] 
and swnmarize it as follows. For an oscillating dipole located at position r0 in the Bragg 

onion core and polarized along direction d, the source field is governed by the vector wave 
equation (asswning exp(-ia.~:l) hannonic time dependence) 

VxVxD, (i)- r4; J10 EJ5, (i)~ ij10 0J0 d(r) (A1) 

Where % is tbe angular frequency, Jlo and e are tbe constant permeability and 

permittivity of the core material, i = -iw0 p 0t5(r- r0 )ci is the current density, and p 0 is the 

amplitude of tbe dipole moment. Employing tbe dyadic Green's function method [26], tbe 
transverse magnetic (TM) component and transverse electric (TE) component of the source 
field satisfy 
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[,: D,(r)fM ~il0 11llJ·r V0 xV0 xr0g(i,i0 ), ,:,.,:0 

[,: B,(r)fE ~,u0 J0 d V0 xr0 g(i,io), ,:,.,:o 

(A2a) 

(A2b) 

where 10 = -iOJop0 IS the current amplitude, g(i, io )= exp(ikli- io I); 4nli- i0 I IS the 

three-dimensional scalar Green's fllllction. The subscript "o" in the gradient operator V0 
means the operator is acting on the source variable r0 . g(i, fa) can be expanded in terms of 

spherical waves such that 
~ l 

g(r, io )~ ik I Ij1 (krJh}(kr,)Y lm (e, qJ)lj~ (e0 , qJ0 ) (A3) 
l=O m~l 

where j(kr<) and h} (kr>) are respectively the spherical Bessel frmction and the spherical 

Hankel function of the first kind, Y lm ( e, qJ) is the spherical harmonics function, r, ( r,) is the 

greater (lesser) of r and r0 . The reflected field is coming from the source field reflected by 

the cladding and should have similar forms to the source field. We can thus express the 
reflected fields according to Eq. (A2a)-(A3) as 

v~M (,:)~ -;vx[orM (i0)I I-1-2(A;m)™ }, (kr)iY~m(e,qJ)l 
l=O m=-ll(l + 1) 

(A4a) 

- l 
-TE ( ') TE - I I 1 ( )TE . ( ) - ( ) DR r = ea{Ps (r0 ) --2 Alm ]j kr LiJm B, rp 

l=O m=-ll(l + 1) 
(A4b) 

where (Alm yE.TM are constant amplitudes decided by bmmdary condition, L = ix VIi is the 

angular momentum operator, oJM (io) and oJE (io) are operators acting on the source 

variable, which can be expressed as 

ofM(ro)~-klo/% J VoXVoXio 

oJE (r0 )= iJ-L0kl 00:· Vox io 

(A5a) 

(A5b) 

In Eq. (A4a)-(A4b) we only employ the spherical Bessel function of the first kind, j 1(kr), 
because the reflected field must be nonsingular at the center r = 0. The total field in the core 
is the sum of the source field and the reflected field and must satisfy the boundary conditions: 
at the core-cladding interface, the swn of the inward-traveling radial waves is equal to the swn 
of 1he product of the outward-traveling radial waves and the field amplitude reflection 
coefficient Employing the boundary condition we obtain the constant amplitudes 

p1 TE.TM h}(kr" )i; (kr0 )ll: (e0 , qJ0 ) 

h2 (k ) TE.TMhl(k ) 
''l reo -pl l reo 

(A6) 

where p1 is the field amplitude reflection coefficient of the l th order multi pole mode at 1he 

core-cladding interface, reo is the radius of the core. Substituting Eq. (A6) into Eq. 

(A4a)-(A4b), and applying the result to Eq. (Sb), the reflected electric field component along 
the dipole moment orientation at the source position normalized by parameter E 3 (Eq. (Sa)) is 
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where the vectors E1~M and E[J are defined as 

E~M ~ Vxj1(kr)X"'jk 

i[; ~ }1 (kr)i~m(IJ, q>) ~ }1 (kr)i"'j Jzcz + 1) 

(A8a) 

(A8b) 

where X 1m ~f. ~m (IJ, if!)/ Jzcz + 1) is the spherical vector function [27]. In the summation in 

Eq. (A7), the term with l = 0 is dropped because X00 (B,q>)=O. 

B. Direct evaluation of the modified decaying rate by calculating the radiation power 

In this section, we derive the modified spontaneous emission rate (Eq. (13a)) using another 
classical approach [17,19,21,26]. In this model, the decaying rate in the presence of the cavity 
normalized by the bulk emission rate is identical to the total radiation power of a classical 
dipole in the micro-cavity, P,w, divided by the dipole radiation power in the bulk material, 

Pbulk. For an oscillating dipole located at T0 , the radiative electric field at r > r0 in the core 

can be expanded in terms of the multi pole modes [28] 

jj;dtp = Zco I ~/kco · aE(l,m)'¢xh}(kc0 r)i.lm +aM (l,m)h}(kcor)i.lJ (Bl) 
l,m 

where 

Zco =Jf.10 /eco is the material impedance and kco =Jec0 !E0 £ib!c0 is the wave vector. 

Here eco is the constant permittivity of the core material. The source current is 

j ~-i!llJp 0 J(i-i0 ')i and the charge density is p~-p0VJ(i-i0 p, then Eq. (B2a) and (B2b) 

can be simplified to 

aE(l, m) ~k"J o/ ,[z(l+TJ ·a VxVx b(kcor)Y,~(B, lf!)JI;~;0 
aM (l, m) = ik'/,0 1 0 / ~l(l + 1) · d Vx b (kcor )Yj~(B, q>)Jir~ro 

(B3a) 

(B3b) 

where 10 ~ -i!llJPo is again the dipole current amplitude. The total field inside the cavity 

core is composed of the direct radiation field of the dipole (Eq. (B1)) plus the field reflected 
from the boundary, i.e. 

(B4) 

The reflected field is source-free and can be expanded as 

E,,1 ~ Z, I~/k, ·bE(l,m)Vxj1 (k,r)X 1m +bM(l,m)j1 (k,r)X 1m] (BS) 
l,m 

The total radiation field outside the Bragg sphere is 

jj;rad = zout I [i/kout . cE(l, m)'¢xh}(kowr)i.lm + cM(l,m)h}(koutr)i.lJ (86) 
l,m 

where Zout =Jf.Lo/E0ut, kout =Jeout!Eo£iblco and E0 w is the constant permittivity of the 

material outside the Bragg sphere. Since the fields inside the core and that outside the sphere 
are related to each other by the bmmdary condition, we can use the transfer matrix method 
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described in section II again. With Eq. (84)-Eq. (86), the coefficients in the transfer matrix Eq. 
(10) are found to be 

and Eq. (1 0) leads to 

A;o =aE(l)+bE(l)/2, B;o =bE(l)/2, A;ut =cE(l), B;ut =0 

c;o =aM(l)+bM(l)/2, D;o =bM(l)/2, c;ut =cM(l), D;ut =0 

cE ~adl(MfM)u -(MfMLJ & bM ~aM/l(MfEL -(MfE)uj 

(87) 

(88) 

The total radiation power is an incoherent swn of the contributions from all the multi pole 
modes [28] 

~"' ~ Z,w /(2k;w) L~cE(l,m)l2 
+ lcM (l, m)l2l (89) 

l.m 

and the radiation power of an oscillating dipole in the bulk core material is 

P'"" ~ Je" I e0 ·% 1(12ffe0c6 )-IPo I' 3 Substituting Eq. (83a)-(83b) and Eq. (88) into Eq. (89), 

the normalized decaying rate is 

(810) 

where the vectors i[;;;'rE are defined in Eq. (A8a)-(A8b) and the superscript TM,TE means 

swnmation over both TM and TE modes. 
In the following we are going to prove Eq. (810) is equivalent to Eq. (13a). For a pure 

multi pole mode of order (l,m) described by Eq. (8a)-(8b), by integrating the poynting vector 
over all solid angle, we obtain the radiation power in the nth layer [28] 

VVhen there is no gain or loss inside the cladding media, the energy flux on the inner and 
outer sides of the cladding layer should be equal to each other due to the energy conservation 
law. If the materials in the core and outside the Bragg onion sphere are the same we derive 

(812) 

Combine above results with Eq. (10) and use the boundary condition that there is no 
incident wave from outside, i.e. Bout= 0 and Dow= 0, we can prove 

(813a) 

(813b) 

for both TE and TM modes. In addition, we notice that without the presence of the cavity, Eq. 
(81) and Eq (86) describe the same radiation field, i.e. cE ~ aE and eM ~aM, then Eq (810) 

leads to 
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Finally, by substituting Eq. (813b) and Eq. (814) into Eq. (810) we immediately find 

b P,,, 1 12 ""R [ (M, );~TE J 
-~ --~ + 7l L., e ( )TMTE ( )TM.TE 
bo Pbulk lm Ml 1,1 - Ml 2,1 

I

, 'TMTE( 'll' a·Elm. kcoro (815) 

which is the same as Eq. (13a). 
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